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Chapter 10
BACK TO AUCKLAND

A somewhat anti-climatic title for a chapter which tells of the death of Captain Langsdorff and
his ship, the burial of the dead and the final throes of the first major battle of World War II.

The Fierce Old Norsemen And Saxons worshipped gods whose names we still use every
day of our lives, and the greatest of these gods was Woden. As king of all gods he reigned
in the gold-and-silver palace of Valhalla, whence his beautiful Valkyries, maidens in
helmets and armour of gold, went down to earth to retrieve the souls of heroes killed in
battle.

Ajax leading with mainmast shot away and five 6" guns out of action and
Achilles fully operative but short of ammo.

And Woden's Daeg, the 13th of December
1939, saw World War II's first major naval
battle, covering hundreds of miles of sea
across which ships clashed with maces of
manmade thunder, swords of flame and steel,
spears of air-driven silver underwater
missiles; hammering and thrusting as did the
gods of war. And it may be that the souls of
heroes killed that day were taken aloft by
Valkyries in golden armour to feast for ever in
the court of King Woden.

Graf Spee's director took a few hits.
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Top Spee in harbour after
the action.

Centre Not sure if this is in
Montevideo, I can't read
German....Editor

Bottom Spee's crew being
landed in Monte

It is more likely that their
souls were taken into the
Kingdom of the Christian God,
to whose care they were
entrusted at their funeral
aboard Exeter and Ajax at sea.
On our quarterdeck at 1000
on 14 December Captain Parry
read the burial service for our
shipmates:

Able Seaman Archie Shaw
Ordinary Seaman Ian Grant
Ordinary Tel Neville Milburn
Tel Frank Stennett

'Whose earthly remains we
commit to the deep.' That
eerie final sound as bodies
wrapped in weighted
hammocks slid off polished
boards tilted to plunge them
from under White Ensigns 'into
the sea which has claimed
them'. We stood with bowed
heads during the Last Post
when 'they shall not grow old
as we who are left grow old';
then the realisation of life with
Reveille, after which we braced
our shoulders to turn right and
quick march off the
quarterdeck to return to our
duties.
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Commodore Harwood with Eugen Millington-Drake British Ministers at Montevideo at the
time of the battle. Later Sir Eugen Millington-Drake K.C.M.G. and the author of two lectures
'The Battle of the River Plate, Fact and Fiction and The Drama of the Graf Spee, Checkmate
at Montevideo which will be summarised later.

And even as these last rites were taking place, we and Ajax were patrolling around as wide an
area as possible across the River Plate estuary. The British Minister at Montevideo had been
instructed to use his full diplomatic ingenuity to delay Graf Spee's sailing. The aircraft-carrier
Ark Royal, battlecruiser Renown, County-class cruisers Cumberland, Shropshire, and Dorsetshire,

our sister ship Neptune, and destroyers
Hardy, Hero, and Hereward were converging,
but only Cumberland could arrive sooner than
five days hence.

Falkland Islands, our seriously
wounded going ashore

Ajax and Achilles' magazines had initially
stowed 200 rounds per gun of 6" ammunition
but a tally had shown something rather
alarming: where we thought the main action
had lasted something over half an hour in
which we fired some 40 salvoes, it was
disclosed that we had fought the guns in
rapid fire for over thrice that time and our
projectile expenditure had been 1240,
leaving us with only 360 rounds to fire; 45
per gun, which wouldn't last long if Spee
came out while Ajax still had her Y turret
jammed forward, and her X turret out
completely.

But with our Commodore's intention to attack
with torpedoes, the shortage of 6" shells did
not dampen our enthusiasm. Here Captain
Parry's written comments draw a concise
picture. Describing the patrol off Montevideo
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he wrote: The next four days and nights, though uneventful, were full of anxiety. Fortunately, the
American broadcast service kept our enemy in a blaze of publicity; but naturally we had to
remain ready for immediate action, for it was always possible that he might slink out
unmolested. This entailed keeping all hands at their stations all night, and very little sleep could
be got by those of us who might be faced with a quick decision. The first 24 hours were perhaps
the most critical, for it was not until the evening of 14 December that we were reinforced by the
Cumberland and her welcome eight 8" guns.

During this trying time the splendid spirit of the ship's company was most inspiring. If anyone's
spirits had been inclined to droop they could not have failed to be revived by the strains of Maori
music and songs, or the shouts of merriment which came from the various quarters.

On the last evening I decided that the degree of readiness might be slightly relaxed to allow a
proportion of the ship's company to sleep in their hammocks; but a few minutes later I received
a unanimous request from all quarters that they would prefer to remain all night ready at their
stations. Such a gesture is unforgettable.

In our for'ard messdecks, most signs of the flooding and concussion damage no longer existed
as we hung around radios listening to Yankee commentators describing Graf Spee's damage-
repair progress and speculating on her time of departure.

Admiral 'Hunch" Harwood and Captain Parry centre, with our officers

The BBC appeared to be putting out
as much propaganda as Berlin, and if
we couldn't make out how many ships
of the Royal Navy were now waiting
outside to clobber Langsdorff's
panzerschiff when it sailed, we felt
something of the dilemma he must be
facing. We heard a description of
events before and during the funeral of
Graf Spee crew killed in action. Their
36 coffins lay draped with German
Navy flags in two long lines between
her after-turret guns, and as the chests
were lowered on to a tug for transport
ashore, captive British merchant
skippers were being asked to remain
on board by Captain Langsdorff, who
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was presenting Captain Dove of the
little fuel carrier Africa Shell with two
cap ribbons, one to be given to
Captain Pottinger of the Ashlea.

Later, when the last of the coffins had
been trans-shipped, all captive
captains filed on to her quarterdeck
to be given their freedom; they shook
hands with Captain Langsdorff and
walked down the gangway to the
waiting tug. Later, at the cemetery,
Captain Dove was seen with some of
his now free associates, placing a
wreath. Its inscription read: 'To the
memory of brave men of the sea.
From their comrades of the British
Merchant Service.'

Cumberland was now with us,
covering the 15-mile-wide channel
between English Bank and Rouen
Bank. We guarded the area north of
English Bank, and Ajax the southern
sector down to Cape San Antonio.
That evening a big Britisher, Highland
Princess, surged swiftly towards
Monte with- her passengers all up on
deck for first glimpses of their
destination. As she swept by it
seemed that they'd heard the news to
date, and we received our first
enthusiastic ovation.

Shortly after dusk we increased
speed to 28 knots for a rendezvous
100 miles south with Ajax and
Cumberland, arriving 15 miles east of
Cape San Antonio in a bitterly cold
wind at 0135 to be challenged by the
tall three-funnelled cruiser ghosting
out of the dark. 'Hunch' Harwood, so
named because of the intuition which
had made him assemble his cruisers
in time to meet Graf Spee at dawn on
the 13th, now had another plan, and
we cruised in single file until dawn,
when his Seafox catapulted off in

Seems like the good padre has a different
politics to his captain..

early mist, reporting on reconnaissance wave that she couldn't see anything because of bad'
visibility but that she'd been fired at over the whistling buoy near Graf Spee's anchorage at
Montevideo's outer harbour

'Perhaps this is it?' Action stations! Men ran to their positions, guns were ready to fire, tubes
aimed outboard in anticipation of a torpedo action, and there was the comforting sight of
Cumberland's 8" turrets training round with long-barrelled guns elevating to sniff the morning
mist.
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Enquiries directed through Montevideo's British Minister established Graf Spee still at anchor.
She hadn't fired her guns it seemed possible that the firing had come from an Argentine
gunboat.

We relaxed, listened to more BBC propaganda, laughed at melodramatic Yankee broadcasts
throughout the day, and went to night cruising stations mokkered up with all the gear available
in our lockers to ward off chill winds. Still no sign of our reinforcements, although we heard that
Ark Royal had passed Rio without stopping to refuel. It seemed that we'd still be on our own at
5pm on Sunday, when Uruguay intended to intern the pocket battleship unless she sailed by that
hour.

Another cold misty dawn, Sunday the 17th, nerves wearing 'slightly after four days at instant call,
squinting through moving fog until seasonal sea breezes cleared our visibility. No Ark Royal, no
Renown, not even a rowing boat with a water pistol; only RFA Olynthus making for the lee of
Rouen Bank where we dropped anchor at 1100 and warped her alongside to feed us several
hundred tons of oil while Ajax and Cumberland did the decent thing, hovering about the horizon
to give us ample warning if we were needed in a hurry.

We drank our rum, tried to get our heads down, but couldn't sleep; jumped at almost any unusual
sound; slipped Olynthus at 1600, and weighed anchor to take up station with the squadron,
which then increased speed en route to Montevideo. Over the SRE loudspeakers Commander
Neame told us that Spee was reported to be preparing to scuttle herself and that most of her
crew had transferred on to Tacoma. News came from Montevideo broadcasting station that the
German battleship had weighed anchor at 6.45pm, the new deadline for her internment, and
after hoisting a large ensign at her foremast peak, appeared to be sailing to fight her way
through to Buenos Aires with the German merchant vessel Tacoma.

Waves crept up our three cruisers' bows, warm air rushed through screens over the 12-foot-
square boiler- fan-shaft intakes as forced draught fans whined with increased revolutions, our
wakes boiled with angry turbulence, bugles and raucous alarm rattlers heralded action stations,
and at 2000 all hands again prepared to fight, this time aware that Graf Spee had transferred
part of her 1100 crew, but knowing the power of her guns and the strength of her armour.

The tension of waiting no longer existed and for that we felt thankful, relief and cheerfulness
showing in men's faces in turrets, among tween decks action quarters, and in our Main W/T,
where once more they'd donned their 'action gear'. sombreros, fezzes, and other weird
headpieces.

And now the time has come: Steam for full speed. 'The object of tonight's action is the
destruction of the enemy.' We advance in single line ahead, Ajax, Achilles, Cumberland, battle
flags whipping taut.

Down in the mess there has been a sober supper, and when the alarm sounds we look at each
other and go without a word. Our thoughts are all the same. . . 'Who will be here for breakfast? All
close up with a will, the tension has gone and we can blow off steam.

Ajax's plane catapults. We sight smoke we know only too well. Everything is set and we are
speeding towards her. The Seafox signals 'Spee appears to be preparing to scuttle.' Then 'Spee
is blowing herself up.'
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We look at each other in amazement and, as the truth dawns, we laugh with relief. The Captain
orders all hands on deck. We are cheering ourselves hoarse. Gun crews stand atop their turrets,
each ship is black with ratings from director-top to foc's'le, all cheering, laughing, and singing as
we steam towards her and sheer out; and as Ajax passes close she gives us three cheers with
hats raised to full arm's length. An Ajax crewman hollers, 'Well done the Diggers!' Our
loudspeakers come on and Captain Parry's voice asks us to cheer-ship with the New Zealand
version, and as the switch cuts a great roar goes up all over our ship.

When the echoes die, we hear the loud strains of Auld Lang Syne rising and falling in harmony.
As Ajax finishes, the whole length of Achilles bursts into Now is the Hour, harmonising with the
Maoris aboard who are singing Po Ata Rou

(I asked Jack about this and he can remember three, Sammy Goddard who was a
signalman and the two MacIntosh brothers, branches unknown. Editor).
We're closing at a slower rate now, and there is a large black mushroom rising in the western
sunset. Ajax has dropped astern to recover her aircraft; we slow down until she rejoins, still
cheering, and again we respond.
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Spee is becoming visible and the smoke is giving way to flames. We've
been ordered into line ahead while drawing closer. it is now 2300 and the
Germans have made a thorough job; she burns fiercely from end to end
with dull explosions every few minutes. Each new detonation is greeted
with renewed cheering.

Rear Admiral Sir Henry Harwood has let us have our moments of relaxed
satisfaction, all armaments are closed down, and only lookouts remain.
Some go below aft to warrant officers' cabins; others for'ard to sling
hammocks, yet others to the wardroom to break King's Rules by opening
the bar. Watchkeepers continue cruising duties in engine rooms, boiler-
rooms, radio-rooms, at the switchboard, telephone exchange, and up on
the bridge. Signals are pulsing through the ether telling Admiralty and C-
in-C South Atlantic that the River Plate battle is over. Commands are issued by senior admirals
ordering Ark Royal, Renown, and most of the reinforcements to return to their stations.

And history starts to pound on typewriters, setting out what should or should not have been
done, recording for posterity facts and pseudo-facts, arguments and counter-arguments, theory,
reality and fallacy.

A new feeling of comradeship pervaded our ship's company on the morning of Monday 18
December. We had come through a fast-firing action which tested Achilles and her crew to the
full extent, and both ship and ship's complement had given full measure, even to the extent that
the Ajax Seafox pilot's report credited Achilles' salvoes with much of the damage to Graf Spee.

Telegrams, naval signals, radio broadcasts of congratulation continued to be heard, or seen
posted on our canteen-flat noticeboard, and we felt close to home, proud to have taken our New
Zealand cruiser into a decisive naval victory. In Borombon Bay, after completing with oil from
Olynthus, Captain Parry cleared lower deck to say we would be going up the estuary to Buenos
Aires later for a reception from the British community; that evening Rear Admiral Harwood came
aboard to confirm our Captain's promise, conditional on the Argentine city's atmosphere being
favourable. But the German-minded population must have been temporarily unreceptive, and we
were recalled instead to accompany Ajax to the Falklands.

Daybreak found us steaming south-east at 18 knots in calm seas, searching for the pocket
battleship's supply tanker Altmark, said to be armed with three 6" guns and carrying some 300
prisoners from Graf Spee's victims in her holds. Both cruisers deployed at horizon distance while
the Seafox searched hundreds of square miles, but the South Atlantic has eleven million square
miles, and the tiny bit we could cover was empty of shipping.

Dawn broke miserably at 0345 on 20 December, ushering in mist banks through which we
steamed at night cruising stations while hearing of Captain Langsdorff's suicide. Later years
revealed that the Buenos Aires newspapers of 18 December had accused him of cowardice and
misjudgement. Faced with years of internment, he wrote his reasons for entering the Plate,
outlining the damage by the three cruisers' gunfire which had wrecked his water-distilling plant
and made it impossible for him to remain at sea without ruining his motors within a few days. In
this time the cruisers' superior speed would allow them to maintain contact while shadowing
and reporting his position to major reinforcements known to be approaching at speed. All
galleys and bakehouses were unusable, 5.9" ammunition hoists were broken down, flour stores
spoiled with seawater, a large hole in the ship's side for'ard shipped tons of sea with every wave,
the sustained action had left him short of ammunition for anticipated actions, and many of his
crew needed medical attention unavailable on board. In his reports he glorified Exeter for her
heroic fight, extolled Ajax and Achilles for their daring and tenacity, said they fought more like
destroyers than cruisers, and stated his keen admiration and respect for this example of British
naval peacetime training.

The unfortunate German captain addressed his assembled ship's company in a guarded Buenos
Aires building on the 18th, spoke to his officers on the following evening then retired to his
room, where he wrote to his wife, his parents, and Buenos Aires German Ambassador Baron von
Thermann. He then draped the German Naval Ensign about his shoulder, put a pistol to his head
and pulled the trigger.
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Our reaction could be summed up by the written remark from Milton Hill: 'Poor fellow; I expect it
was better than going back to Hitler.' Or that of Colin Malcolm, which said: 'Nearly all felt sorry
for him on board here as we did respect him.'

As we neared Falkland Islands at 1130 on 21 December a seaman we had taken off Olynthus to
operate on for peritonitis, died. He was buried with full naval honours from our quarterdeck at
1500; and then both ship ran paravanes for the approach to Port Stanley in case of enemy
mines.

Poor old Exeter was looking forlorn just inside the entrance, and what a towelling she'd taken: big
holes in the bows, A and B turrets all skew-wiff, holes through her PCO, her bridge a shambles,
her foremast gone, colanders for funnels, and she was listing heavily to port. But she gave a
resounding response as Ajax saluted her bravery, with cheer upon cheer drowning out the more
formal bugle calls. And no sooner had the Flagship's upperworks finished echoing to Exeter's
booming hurrahs, than the harbour rang with those from Achilles as she cut her sister ship's
slowly eddying wake.

All three participants were now in harbour together and soon the pubs were pulsating with
gunfire as shells roared through heavy manmade smokescreens and projies ricochetted off
armour plate. Exeter's walking wounded were much in evidence, being allowed out from the
island's small hospital for the occasion. The badly damaged cruiser's crew stood out among the
crowded bars in all manner of clothing except uniform, that in most cases had been destroyed in
the terrible battering she suffered.

To stay in the latter part of the action while down three feet in her bows and listing 10 degrees
she ran. parallel to Graf Spee, firing Y turret on a forward bearing, but as her speed dropped she
had to make port turns even to get off a few rounds while falling farther and farther astern. About
1930, water flooding through a large splinter hole near her generator-room stopped the power
supply and left only a single 4" HA gun firing in local control. Minutes later Graf Spee
disappeared over the western horizon, chased by Ajax and Achilles.

Full attention then centred on staying afloat, rescuing men from trapped compartments below,
and getting seriously wounded to the sick bay, the Captain's cabin, and other first-aid centres.
Sixty-one men died, 23 were wounded. And in this action were two men from Achilles who hadn't
been heard from since they absconded in Rio with our blue-boat under fire from the OOW.
Ashley Raymond Synnott and Thomas Collins had gone aboard Exeter when she called in at
Montevideo for a few hours, and gave themselves up. During the action, it was written, these two
passengers were seen in many danger spots, entering blazing compartments repeatedly to drag
men out, assisting fire-parties, and Joining wholeheartedly in damage control.' Collins was lost
when Neptune went down in a minefield in the Med in December 1941; Synnott gained a
Master's ticket and served on Union Steam Ship Company coasters after the war.

It was now suspected that Admiral Scheer or Deutschland and a cruiser were making for the
Falklands and, not wishing to be caught in an undefended harbour, Rear Admiral Harwood
ordered Exeter into a position where her repaired Y turret could fire seawards, while we sailed at
1930 to be manoeuvrable if engaged.

All through Friday night and Saturday rumours built up the enemy force until we expected at any
moment to see Germany's Grand Fleet looming through the murk, but then more heartening
news assured us that our revenge-seeking Nasties were most likely a couple of our own County-
class cruisers making their way towards our harbour for Christmas.

We awakened on Christmas morning to carols through messdeck loudspeakers from a
gramophone in the QM's lobby instead of Stick's bugle, and after Divisions and Prayers led by
Ajax's chaplain, only essential duties were required of the ship's company, who busied
themselves festooning usually stark grey-painted living quarters with flags and bunting, flipping
new fresh-smelling white oilcloth rolls along mess tables, and laying out Christmas cakes, bowls
of quartered nutty bars, bowls of assorted nuts and fruit, and for each man a large bottle of cold
beer. At 1130, after rum had been issued, Fred Loader's typical jaunty's voice brought us to
attention while Captain Parry hobbled into view before Nickabit, Jimmy, Navi, Guns, Brooking,
Searl, and Subbie.
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As he limped down the wide companion ladder on walking sticks, the whole expanse of tables
broke into song; a song written and dedicated to Skip by one of the lads; and as his unsteady
legs disappeared, other decks rang with heartfelt chuck-ups for a Captain now held in reverence.

At the end of rounds, we were told, he gathered all officers in his cabin and said: 'After the
receptions I got up for'ard, there is no prouder or happier captain in the British Navy. The CB I
have been awarded means nothing in comparison.' Immediately following those words he broke
down; and when some tried to console him he refused, said he didn't wish to be consoled, he
wanted for this moment to let his feelings go.

On Friday the 29th Ajax transferred 300 rounds of her 6" ammunition to give both ships 100
rounds per gun; RFA Baltavia, which arrived from England on Boxing Day, finished storing
Cumberland and her sister ship Dorsetshire who'd been lying in the outer anchorage since the
24th, and as the two County-class cruisers sailed we started storing ship, finishing at midnight
and sailing with Ajax three hours later.

Ajax stayed in company after 1800, and in early light on the 3rd the Flagship left for Montevideo
while we stopped at the muddy channel entrance to embark an Argentine pilot for the long
journey up the Paraguay River outlet to Buenos Aires. Cheering crowds thronged breakwaters and
foreshore at 1315 as Achilles entered the inner harbour and went alongside.

Before going ashore both watches given leave were warned about straying away from large
groups because of militant German influences In the city, where some nasty incidents had
already occurred with British seamen. At the British community's English Club grounds 50 lambs
and an enormous bullock were turning on spits before mountains of glowing embers in readiness
for our feast. Meanwhile the centre was ours. Water polo ... cricket ... tennis ... just straight-out
swimming ... or lounge on lawns while being served with chilled beer and savouries. 'Please
yourself, today the place belongs to you.'

Stokers Harry Coey, Duffy O'Brien and Keith Purcel decided on a nose about the town, after
plates of barbecued beef and lamb fortified by an afternoon's solid drinking. Nightclub after
nightclub refused their money. 'Drinks on the house, sailor!' 'No sir, that group over there has
paid for all the drinks you order.'

At one club a happily inebriated local bloke, who remained that way all night, seemed to be an
Achilles fan, and his limited English consisted of 'Ah, Achilles! Achilles! , punctuated with
numerous backslaps. He invited them to his palatial home for personal Visits, introduced them to
his beautiful wife, then drove them to an impressive building where dancing was in progress. As
they entered with their host, the band stopped abruptly and dancers walked stiffly to their tables.
Their ebullient friend got them a table and drinks, and then, wiping tears of hilarity from his eyes,
happily announced, 'Ziss centair Cherman Communitee Buenos Aires!'

Quickly casting round the tables Harry noticed several Graf Spee ratings, two with a civilian
group nearby. Toeing his mates' feet under their table he rose, waited for them to follow and then
they walked as a group over to the table, where they offered their hands. To their immense relief
the German sailors stood and shook hands warmly. The silence was broken by loud applause and
the band broke into a Viennese waltz. People smiled as the German Consul shook hands and
introduced his two daughters. Part way through their waltz, and after abortive attempts at
conversation, the girl with whom Harry danced said, 'I am vairy coot Cherman, speak vairy small
Ingleesh.' Chewing that over momentarily the tall redhaired Rangiora stoker replied, 'Me kapai
New Zealand, speak no Cherman" and so that romance ended.

Next day other men went ashore to be entertained while partners from the previous night queued
at the gangway asking for stokers, wireless operators, seamen gunners, LTO's, Petty Officers,-
Chiefs, and everybody but Rear Admiral Sir Henry Harwood, who was probably aboard Ajax
recuperating from the torrent of entertainment in Montevideo. Our ships were popular, fullstop,
and nothing could be done wrong. Hundreds of books and magazines, cartons and cartons of
cigarettes, boxes and boxes of chocolates, crates and crates of fresh fruit kept arriving at the
gangway to be distributed.
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All that evening, with the wharf and ship floodlit, masses of people moved past in slow
procession, voicing appreciation. Graf Spee sailors leaned far out while holding on to bollards,
reaching up with packets of cigarettes and touching hands in friendship. In the city, men from
Achilles drank with those off the pocket battleship who were wandering around Buenos Aires on
parole.

We singled up and left at dawn, clearing Indio Channel at 1300 to find Dorsetshire and
Shropshire in company as we anchored. Dropping her anchor as she arrived from the Uruguayan
capital, Ajax transferred the Rear Admiral and his Flag. Winston Churchill wasn't going to miss a
trick out of this battle and he wanted Exeter and Ajax back in England quick to offset Goebbels'
attempt, through propaganda, to gain some prestige for Germany by claiming Exeter as so badly
damaged that she might as well have been claimed as sunk.

Now, as Flagship, we flew flag hoists ordering the squadron to weigh and proceed at 18 knots in
single line astern, following in our wake as we passed within a couple of miles of Graf Spee,
once Germany's proud answer to all British warships smaller than battlecruisers, but now a
distorted blackened wreck. None cheered this time. Some took long-distance photographs, but
most commented with mixed feelings, perhaps thinking of the young German sailors who'd been
so anxious to show their friendship ashore, maybe showing respect for Captain Langsdorff who
had sacrificed his life to an ideal of patriotism. We turned about in succession, Achilles, Ajax,
Dorsetshire, Shropshire, and Oceania, an Italian liner outbound from Montevideo, maintaining
station astern at 18 knots until nightfall, when we shook her off and Ajax departed for Rio,
thence to Devonport, UK.

For the next week we chased shadows; altered course 180 degrees to speed through a night at
25 knots when Ajax reported herself to be shadowing a raider; did another 180 degree turn and
resumed patrolling when she closed at dawn to find the enemy another streamlined-upperworks
merchant vessel and cancelled her previous report. We sped off over an eastern horizon chasing
an arc of smoke, only to find an unkempt British tramp at the bottom of the black rainbow; and
listened to a review of the battle by Lieutenant (G) Dicky Washbourn, who credited us with a lot
of the 60 hits about Spee's sides and upperworks.

Saturday 13 January 1940, a month after the battle, saw us pounding through bad weather at 20
knots. Some talked about Deutschland, which had left Germany on 13 December to vanish into
the Atlantic. Later we anchored in Stanley Harbour, a few cables from Exeter.

Now painted dark drab Home-Fleet grey, she rode evenly at anchor, twin turrets trained fore and
aft, holes plated over and welded weatherproof, mainmast stepped and rigged, and all signs of
damage removed. Many of the lads went ashore to see how our wounded fared, bringing back
news that Eddie Shirley, Sergeant Sam Trimble, and Chief Yeoman Martinson were mending
remarkably, sitting up warmly clothed in garments from Buenos Aires, although it sounded as if
the Chief Yeoman might be permanently crippled.

Nickabit, Hunch, or Captain Parry must have been suffering from insomnia. Our anchor rattled
inboard at 0315, after which we once more headed north, clearing lower deck at 1100 to be told
by Skip that OKd refit at Malta had been authorised by Admiralty, at Rear Admiral Harwood's
request, to be carried out in Auckland instead. It only required the New Zealand Government's
concurrence, and that came before nightfall to set messdecks resounding with cheers. As soon
as Hunch transferred to Haukins, now on her way to relieve Achilles, we would sail for Auckland,
expecting to arrive about 21 February.

Colin Malcolm was working at a faulty signal-lamp circuit until late in one forenoon, when a mild
flap occurred. On their way south to escort Exeter as far as Rio, Dorsetshire and Shropshire
emerged from distant misty obscurity with the former big cruiser's signal-lamp challenging us.
We answered with our 10" lamp but she couldn't have read our answer, and both ships raced out
on to opposite beams at battle stations, ensigns going aloft and turrets training round to point
in our direction as we watched openmouthed, expecting to be deluged with 8" shells at any
moment.
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A bit of quick thinking by our Officer of the Watch, some rapid orders to
our helmsman, and Achilles slewed hard to show her full silhouette, after
which both cruisers relaxed and came towards us until within 3000
yards, when all three ships circled continuously. After half an hour we'd
run out of conversation and carried on northward while they turned south
to continue on their way to Stanley Harbour.

When about 300 miles east of Rio, Achilles turned right around to start
the long run home. Days were hot, and sunworshippers absorbed its rays
until their skins turned dark brown, while lookouts scanned day and night
horizons for wisps of smoke or flickering light giving away positions of
enemy vessels expected to be attempting breakouts from Brazilian ports
with produce anxiously awaited in the Fatherland.

Nothing. Day after day. Empty seas and skies in daylight; total blackout
except for star-laden heavens at night through a week till 26 January, when we closed the
Uruguayan coast near Punta del Este. We shaded our eyes against sunrays glinting off glassy
waters, peered at the distant forlorn wreck, and turned to enter Montevideo. Piles of roughly
handled parcels waited on the wharf to be distributed with the letters from many mailbags, but
somehow the mail had lost its usual impact; mostly weeks-old news, while we were on our way
home.

Adhering to the rules of war, we sailed from Montevideo at 1330 on 27 January, 24 hours after
arrival. Oliven joined us before dark, remaining in company during the night and coming
alongside after we'd anchored at 0740 on Sunday. Oil was still flowing into our tanks while we
stood at Divisions, Church, and Rear Admiral Harwood's farewell speech, wherein we learned he
expected our relief ship to be in company next day, that he had really enjoyed his month with
Achilles, and that his thoughts would be with us when we sailed up the Waitemata to be
welcomed back to New Zealand.

At 1615 Olwen slipped, and we stood away to patrol the Esturario dela Plata for our last night. A
couple of dark hours before daybreak the 9000-ton seven-7.5" gunned English warship hove
into sight. Both cruisers anchored for the transfer, which was done by the RFA oiler, when Hunch
and his staff followed their luggage and 'provisions' over our slung gangway to be ferried across
to Hawkins, and we picked up speed for the entrance to Monte', where a Uruguayan official
launch was waiting with a few bags of mail near the whistling buoy.

Captain Parry then steamed to within a 100 yards of Graf Spee. What an awesome mass of
twisted steel, gutted and charred black by fire, covered in rust, a high tide lapping her big gun-
muzzles. We dipped our ensign in salute to the Uruguayan naval guardship anchored nearby,
and turned away at 1400 for a final rendezvous with Hawkins to take aboard a sick rating for
passage to the Falkland Islands hospital.

Rear Admiral Sir Henry Harwood stood aft on his quarterdeck when we'd embarked the seaman
and pulled away, but after Achilles turned to cruise slowly past, he heard our singing and came
out of his deep thoughts, visibly straightening and walking briskly to the near guardrails, where
he uncapped to stand with windblown hair through another rendition of For he's a jolly good
fellow, followed by Now is the hour, again harmonise wit Po ata rou y our Maoris.

On the way down to the lonely port, Captain Parry negated dawn quarters and closed us up at
0900 each day to test communications and action gear, this generous gesture being
appreciated by all watchkeepers, who now slept through tiring daybreak hours when not doing
the morning watch.

Falkland Islands emerged from mist around midday on I February, and two hours later we cast
lines aboard San Castro to refuel in a harbour now devoid of warships except for the oiler and
her storeship partner Baltavia. Drizzling rain disenchanted all but a few keen types from taking
shore leave in the desolate little township, most preferring to remain aboard in warm
messdecks, convivial and dry. It might not have been as cold this visit as we found conditions
last time, but the Falkland Islands can't grow coconuts.
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To show the wisdom of Admiralty and Navy Office Wellington, who had both allowed Achilles to
go to war without a Walrus, here we were after months of restricted vision, because of which we
possibly missed at least two enemy vessels as they entered harbour shortly after our arrival in
Chilean ports, now being given our 'eyes' for the return home. Fleet Air Arm personnel, landed
here because we had no plane, came back aboard with a replacement 'pusser's duck' which was
soon sitting on its nest of folded steel. Next stop Auckland!

Day after day we set our clocks back half an hour, and noticed temperatures slowly rising till 10
February, when tropical rig was piped for the day.

Three sun-ups later, 4" H.A. guncrews sweated as their shells burst near the smoke target
previously fired, and a full calibre 6" broadside reminded us that we were doing this Pacific
cruise aboard the Grey Funnel Line. We started supplying 'Tolly' with details for organising leave
chits, and as our Crusher he collected bundles of requests to shave-off Bales of Kiwi-wool went
overboard to leave the ship's company strangers, brown above the top-lip line, and baby-bum
pink below.

New Zealand broadcasting stations came through clearly when two thirds of the way home,
telling everyone that the first convoy of Anzacs had arrived in Port Suez, and four nights later
BBC announcers broadcast Ajax and Exeter's rousing welcome back to England, followed next
day by the news on 17 February that Graf Spee's tanker Altmark had run herself aground on the
Norwegian coast when faced with capture in territorial waters by two British destroyers, Intrepid
and Cossack. The latter boarded Altmark and initiated an historic saying when freeing the 300
prisoners kept below, shouting 'The Navy's here', to get a roaring reply of relief from British
prisoners who had almost given up hope.

On Tuesday 20 February 600 miles remained; Wednesday wore on to nightfall, and all of a
sudden New Zealand came a day closer as we crossed the date line, jumping from Wednesday
directly to Friday the 23rd when we came up top to see Great Barrier Island off our starboard
beam and speedily falling farther astern.

Hauraki Gulf islands; Coromandel Peninsula away astern to port; Kawau; Tiri, with Whangaparoa
in the distance taking early morning sunrays; Gulf penguins flippering out of our bow-waves;
Rangitoto slipping quickly to port with its bald scoria cones rising out of evoluting greenery.
Devonport Beach ahead, swinging as we followed the channel markers round past North Head,
opening out from Bean Rock Lighthouse on its stilts, to the wide vista of Musick Point, St"
Heliers, Mission Bay, the huge white Museum above Auckland. Flags flying on madly-hooting
harbour vessels and shipping, ferries dark with waving passengers, Philomel and Leander
cheering, our band playing as we carried on towards a shouting mass of people, waiting as
Achilles eased alongside Central Wharf to berth city side.

I am not too sure about the origin of this photograph. It is perhaps taken on the Spee but it
is connected with the Battle of the River Plate. I have to try and enlarge it or learn a new
language to find out and of course tell the Germans I have stolen it.


